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CASA BONAY

Casa Bonay is a hotel in a Neoclassical 
building from 1869, based in the heart of 
Barcelona. We restored the building from  
top to bottom, from the floors to the roofs,  
so that you can enjoy Barcelona as we do.

Casa Bonay is the culmination of an 
idea, brought to life by a diverse team of 
contributors. These creators range from 
designers of lamps, furniture, interiors,  
fabric, and graphic designers as well as  
local artisanal makers, internationally 
renowned chefs, book editors and experts  
in coffee and wine. 



CASA BONAY

Rooms
We restored this beautiful 1869 house, conserving its 
vintage hydraulic flooring, its roofs, and its sliding 
doors, and we added a few touches of our own: we 
installed our favourite lamps from Santa & Cole, we 
filled the minibars according to our favourite cravings 
and, along with Marc from AOO, we designed the 
furniture - all to create the hotel of our dreams.

Courtyard Large Terrace
Total: 5 Rooms · M2: 38 Amenities:

· Free wifi
· Terrace with exterior shower
· Yoga kit
· Bathroom products from Malin+Goetz
· Minibar filled with local products
· Smart TV with MUBI film channel
· Blankets from Teixidors
· Natural light

Each of these five rooms includes its own private terrace 
with an exterior shower, hammocks and direct natural li-
ght. Located on the first floor, they have high ceilings and 
floors made of original mosaics. They are equipped with a 
minibar filled with delicious drinks and local aperitifs, free 
wifi, and a smart TV. These rooms also include a free yoga 
kit and room service from our restaurant, the Libertine. 

A MOUNTNA ME ME TRES C HAR AC TE RIS T ICS
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CASA BONAY

Courtyard Large

These spacious and homely rooms can accommodate for 
up to three people. They include an independent room 
with a sofa bed and a glass-windowed gallery that allow 
for year-round views over a typical Barcelona courtyard. 
They are each equipped with a minibar full of exquisite 
drinks and local apéritifs, free wifi, and a smart TV.  These 
rooms also include a full yoga kit and room service from 
our restaurant, the Libertine.

Total: 3 rooms · M2: 34

Courtyard Medium

These rooms have original glass-windowed galleries inclu-
ding a sofa that is perfect for relaxing, reading, or spying on 
your neighbours. They also have high ceilings, and original 
mosaic flooring and feature a minibar full of exquisite drinks 
and local apéritifs, free wifi, and a smart TV.  These rooms also 
include a full yoga kit and room service from our restaurant, 
the Libertine.

Total: 9 rooms · M2: 20

ROOMS

Amenities:

· Free wifi
· Terrace with exterior shower
· Yoga kit
· Bathroom products from Malin+Goetz
· Minibar filled with local products
· Smart TV with MUBI film channel
· Blankets from Teixidors
· Natural light

Amenities:

· Free wifi
· Terrace with exterior shower
· Yoga kit
· Bathroom products from Malin+Goetz
· Minibar filled with local products
· Smart TV with MUBI film channel
· Blankets from Teixidors
· Natural light
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Courtyard Mini with Terrace

These five rooms are all situated on the top floor. They may 
be the smallest rooms we have, but their terraces offer bri-
lliant views of the courtyard and of the city. Their floors 
are made of terracotta tiles and they enjoy an incredible 
amount of natural light. They feature a minibar full of ex-
quisite drinks and local apéritifs, free wifi, and a smart TV.  
These rooms also include a full yoga kit and room service 
from our restaurant, the Libertine.

Total: 5 rooms · M2: 17

Gran Via Large

With views overlooking Barcelona’s Gran Vía street, these 
rooms still have their original high roofs and mosaic floo-
ring, apart from those on the top floor. All the rooms have a 
sofa bed to accommodate a third person, making for ideal 
family rooms. They are all equipped with a minibar filled 
with local drinks and snacks, free wifi, and a smart TV. These 
rooms also include a full yoga kit and room service from our 
restaurant, the Libertine.

Total: 15 rooms · M2: 22 Amenities:

· Free wifi
· Yoga kit
· Bathroom products from Malin+Goetz 
· Minibar filled with local products
· Smart TV with MUBI film channel
· Blankets from Teixidors
· Natural lightt

ROOMS

Amenities:

· Free wifi
· Terrace with exterior shower
· Bathroom products from Malin+Goetz
· Minibar filled with local products
· Smart TV with MUBI film channel
· Blankets from Teixidors
· Natural light



CASA BONAY

Gran Via Medium

With views over Barcelona’s Gran Vía street, these typical  
local rooms still have their original high roofs and mosaic 
flooring. The rooms on the top floor have terracotta floors. 
Some of these rooms have a balcony and they all have a 
minibar with local drinks and snacks, free wifi, and a smart 
TV. Not to mention room service from our restaurant, the 
Libertine. 

Total: 10 rooms ·  M2: 20 Amenities:

· Free wifi
· Bathroom products from Malin+Goetz
· Minibar filled with local products
· Smart TV with MUBI film channel 
· Blankets from Teixidors
· Natural light

Passage Medium

Located in our interior gallery, these rooms are our sma-
llest category, but they are all especially quiet and tran-
quil. On the first four floors they still have their original mo-
saic flooring and those in the attic have terracotta floors. 
They all have a minibar with local drinks and snacks, free 
wifi, and a smart TV. Not to mention room service from our 
restaurant, the Libertine. 

Total: 20 rooms · M2: 18 Amenities:

· Free wifi
· Bathroom products from Malin+Goetz
· Minibar filled with local products
· Smart TV with MUBI film channel 
· Blankets from Teixidors
· Natural light

ROOMS
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Restaurants



CASA BONAY

Libertine

RESTAURANTS

Our tapas restaurant, cocktail bar and lounge 
bar open all day, every day of the week.

Timetable: 
Monday to Sunday from 7:00 to 00:30h

Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays until 3:00h
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CASA BONAY

Elephant 
Crocodile Monkey

Casa Bonay’s South East Asian restaurant run by 
chef, Estanislao Carenzo. It offers traditional food 

from South East Asia, from dumplings to curries, all 
prepared with the best fresh Mediterranean products 

bought market-fresh each day.

Timetable: 
Evenings: 20:30h to 23:30h

RESTAURANTS
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CASA BONAY

Rooftop 
Orchard

An oasis in the middle of the city, our beach 
bar serves tapas, barbecue and cocktails, all  

in the centre of Barcelona. 

Timetable:
Open from April to September

RESTAURANTS
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CASA BONAY

Satan’s Coffee 
Corner

A quick and convenient place to get a coffee each 
morning. Satan’s Coffee Corner also serves breakfast 
every day in the Libertine and all the hotel’s guests 

and visitors.

Timetable: 
Breakfast: Monday – Saturday, 7:00h – 12:10h 

Café: Monday – Saturday, 8:00h – 18:00h

RESTAURANTS
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Points of interest

1 Casa Batlló
2  La pedrera
3  Palau Robert
4  La Sagrada Familia
5  Palau de la Música Catalana
6  Catedral de Barcelona
7  MACBA
8  Liceu
9  Plaça Sant Jordi
10  Museo Picassó
11  Santa Maria del Mar
12  Arc del Triomf
13  Parc de la ciutadella
14  Colón
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We’re in the heart of Barcelona, in a quiet corner of 
Ensanche Derecho, one of the most iconic barrios of our 
city. A short walk (or an even shorter cycle) will get you 
to the beach, to the Gothic Quarter or the Born barrio, 
to the best local markets, and to beautiful parks. 

Location
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We love
Barcelona

Casa BonayCasa Bonay · +34 935 458 050
Gran Via 700, 08008 Barcelona.

Víctor Julià  · +34 680 963 120 
v.julia@casabonay.com


